
Be Able To

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

He not only has no conception of such a thing, but he
__________________________________ what is meant by it, if the
possibility of such sympathy were pointed out.

1.

(would/not/understand)

_______________________________________ at this moment of the
boat's overturn, or of anything but her uncle's peril, she might have
considered that the possibility of her ever seeing Briarwood Hall again was
somewhat doubtful!

2.

(Ruth Fielding/past perfect/think/?)

When she had dried her eyes sufficiently ____________________ the
picture in the mirror once more, she beheld a long low house by the side of
which there was a large space roofed over with lattice work.

3.

(indefinite/see)

_______________________ any return for social recognition and social
privileges?
4.

(you/present simple/make/?)

The darkness of night alone ___________________ this awful massacre.5.
(past simple/stop)

Oh, that you _________________________ me 'mother.6. (should/call)

We __________________________ answers to all these questions, but if
in the beginning of such a study, we find only a few, well and good.
7.

(may/not/find)

They __________________________ you a home, so then you could stay
here where you'd be sure of earning your living.
8.

(may/not/give)

_______________________________________ his mother's heart?9.
(why then/I/should/not/win/?)

Remember that I'm still here-and if I ________________________ an
insult now, the time is coming when I will.
10.

(present simple/not/avenge)
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He said that it was clear, so far as he ____________________ the main
principle which governed British policy, that Great Britain would never stand
by and allow France to be crushed in any conflict there might be.

11.

(past simple/judge)

Their dress was very much neglected, because their attendants
_____________________________ away linen or clothes.
12.

(past perfect/not/bring)

_______________________________________________ a plan?13.
(animals/present simple/think over/and/carry out/?)

But with the means at his disposal he
______________________________________ his opinion.
14.

(present simple/interpret/or/not/justify)

Presently he ___________________ her the whole story.15.
(past simple/tell)

____________________________ the watchers and escape before the
actual hunt for him began?
16.

(he/would/avoid/?)

He _____________________ the very appetite for drink.17.
(present simple/destroy)

I _________________________________ Hooke.18.
(present perfect/not/identify)

Many of these questions we ______________________.19.
(past simple/answer)

______________________________________ the increasing demand
for meat?
20.

(how long/we/shall/supply/?)
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